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Alpine Club Notes

Illustration for An Olympus in the Dream, a bookwork which has taken 15 years 
to put together and is a deeply multi-layered piece of work using text, images, 
cut-outs, rubber stamps and music. It exists in an edition of 14 and while the 
text in each, telling a strange autobiographical story, remains the same, the 
illustrations, numbering over 200, are all hand-finished and provide a varied 

counterpoint. Each copy therefore is a form of variation on an original theme.

Rob Fairley, 2006. (Ink, watercolour, gold leaf and digital photographs.  
24.5cm x 17cm. Two copies in the National Library for Scotland (HB6.215.4.9 

and HB6.215.3.58), six in private collections, six still available.)
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Rob Fairley: Renaissance Man of Moidart
This year’s section pages are illustrated with works by Rob Fairley. Rob 
joined the Club in 1991 as a result of  an encounter with George Band on 
Roisbheinn a few years before, when Band was president. A stag was the 
target, Band was the gun, and Fairley, who keeps a croft at the foot of  the 
hill, was employed as the stalker. The pair found no stag, perhaps because 
they spent the day discovering their mutual acquaintance with various  
giants of  Nepal. A presidential command to join the Club followed shortly.

There are five distinct strands in the rope of  Fairley’s life: artist, crofter, 
educator1, mountaineer and writer2. He was a pupil at George Watson’s  
School in Edinburgh in the 1960s where his interest in mountains was 
fostered by Archie Hendry, who taught languages there and who also  
influenced Robin Smith and Mal Duff, Fairley’s exact contemporary. Fair-
ley’s early mastery of  mountain landscape drawing is evident in the Eiger 
drawing in ‘John Harlin’, painted while still a schoolboy. After graduating 
from Edinburgh College of  Art in 1975, he moved to Mallaig briefly before 
becoming the sole human inhabitant of  the tidal island Shona Beag in Loch 
Moidart until 1979 when he moved to a croft at Alisary on Loch Ailort. 
During this period, besides regular landscape work, Fairley practised a form 
of  ephemeral shamanistic ‘land art’, occasionally recorded by drawing or 
by pinhole photography from cameras constructed from animal carcases, 
stone enclosures, etc. To some degree ‘A Line Made by Red Deer’, and  
‘A Line of  Fox Bones’ reflect these early interests3. At the same time, he did 
not neglect mountaineering, climbing regularly at a high level in winter and 
summer, usually solo except for the company of  his intrepid collie Jinny, 
who dodged the cruxes but never failed to greet him at the top of  the routes. 
The two huge pencil drawings of  Ben Nevis, ‘Building in a Landscape’ and 
‘Figure in a Landscape’ date from late in this period. According to Fairley,  
they were done in his croft/studio by the light of  oil and Tilley lamps, work-
ing more or less naked because of  the extreme heat they generated. These 
are extraordinary works, perhaps the most impressive mountain drawings 
in pencil since Edward Lear’s Lake District drawings in 18364.

In the mid 1980s, Fairley resumed acquaintance with Mal Duff. Duff  
had taken two poets, Andrew Greig and Kathleen Jamie, to the Muztagh 
Tower and had the idea of  taking an artist along to illustrate his expeditions. 
In Fairley, he found an artist who could climb as well. As well as going 

to the Himalaya with Duff, he was also recruited  
by Henry Todd, and in his own words worked  
as a ‘climbing mercenary’ there for many years,  
during which he visited Annapurna, Annapurna 
III, Kusum Kanguru, Ama Dablam and Tawoche 
besides many trekking peaks. Numerous wonderful  
watercolour landscapes from this period survive  
– Fairley is notorious for destroying his own 
work – and are represented here by ‘Everest from 
Rongbuk Glacier’, ‘Andy Perkins & Andy Cave at  
Annapurna III Advanced Base Camp’, ‘Annapur-
na Camp One’, and ‘Breakfast with Henry’.

Fairley became fascinated by Nepal’s culture and 
people, and grasped every opportunity to record  
this in his sketchbooks and in watercolour work 
finished at home. His sketching method (illustrated 
below) used a tube of  watercolour, whatever sort 
of  water was to hand, his unused hand as palette, and many such sketches 
were executed in a very few minutes.

While all of  this portrait work is remarkable, it is perhaps his pure  
watercolour portraits that deserve most respect. These are in the tradition of  
the likes of  George Richmond or James Guthrie, but the technique is purer. 
This work is represented here by ‘Tibetan Trader’, ‘Tsering’ and ‘Quin Ego 
Hoc Rogem’. The latter is in egg tempera colours, not watercolour, but this 
medium has the same qualities of  flatness and transparency, and will last 
1,000 years or more.

I am delighted to have had this opportunity to present Fairley’s work 
in the Journal, and I commend him to readers as a mountaineer-artist  
of  the first quality, to my mind to be ranked alongside such distinguished 
pre decessors as Edward Compton and Ernst Platz, but undoubtedly with 
greater range.

Robin Campbell

Fifty years of the Troll Wall
If  you were into new routes and big walls in the 1960s you would have 
known about a monster in Norway about which ominous stories circulated 
that can be summed up in one word: ‘unclimbable’. The Troll Wall was 
also known as ‘the vertical mile’, and described as ‘the largest overhanging 
wall in Europe’. It was reputed to be smooth and holdless for 5,000ft, and 
impossible without the aid of  bolts. It also faces north and is as far north  
as Alaska’s Denali. Quite a proposition!

Strange then that none of  the ‘big boys’ went for it. Instead a team from  
a small Peak District club called the Rimmon decided it was worth a go 
and in July 1965 despite everyone’s doubts and some horrendous weather 
actually climbed it. Apart from me, the team were Tony ‘Nick’ Nicholls, 
Bill Tweedale, John Amatt, Rob Holt, Jeff  Heath and Margaret Woodcock. 

1. Fairley was involved from the beginning in the extraordinary Room 13 experiment at Caol Primary School, 
Fort William, in which children pursued art and photography projects of  their own devising, lightly advised by 
Fairley, and managed grant-getting, exhibitions and sales of  their work, etc. The initial project was expanded 
to other Lochaber schools and then around the world. See room13international.org for more information.

2. Roshven House on Lochailort, close to Fairley’s croft, is the repository of  the archives of  Jemima Blackburn 
née Wedderburn (1823-1909). Blackburn was an able amateur artist and a cousin and contemporary of  James 
Clerk Maxwell. Her work consisted of  lively watercolour sketches of  family life, and more detailed drawings 
of  birds. Fairley has written two beautifully illustrated books about Blackburn’s life and work: Jemima – the 
Paintings and Memoirs of  a Victorian Lady (Canongate, 1988 & 1998), and Blackburn’s Birds (Canongate, 1993).

3. Rob Fairley – The Early Works (Resipole Studios, 2011) contains three fascinating essays describing his life 
and art in this period.

4. See Charles Nugent, Edward Lear the Landscape Artist: Tours of  Ireland and the English Lakes, 1835 & 1836, 
Wordsworth Trust, 2009.

Sketchbook portrait  
of a Nepalese girl.
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The six lads spent numerous days in bad weather on rain-soaked rock  
establishing a bivy at the foot of  the face above the introductory slabs.  
The first attempt by Bill, Nick, John and me failed after five days, once again 
in atrocious weather, Nick getting us off  the wall and trashing his hands in 
the process. Bill, John and I returned a couple of  days later and succeeded 
in five and a half  days, reaching the top just before another storm broke.

Following the ascent, one well-known British climber who was very famil-
iar with Norway actually wrote to J E B Wright, then the editor of  Mountain 
Craft, implying that we must have found a way to sneak up the back without 
being noticed; in the end the letter wasn’t published. On the other hand,  
Joe Brown said: ‘The ascent must rank as one of  the greatest ever achieve-
ments by British rock climbers,’ and Aslak Aastorp, a top Norwegian  
climber, described the route as ‘a masterpiece of  route-finding at the highest 
free and aid standards of  the day.’ I think his grade comments were over-
enthusiastic, but I liked the route-finding bit; finding what proved to be the 
best natural line up the wall was something I was always pleased about.

Perhaps the most unusual thing about the ascent was that a team of   
Norwegian climbers arrived in Romsdal a day or two before us and by the 
time we arrived they already had a rope fixed on the wall. They had claimed 
their route. To our great relief  it wasn’t the route we had planned. To this 
day I’m not sure if  it was a coincidence or whether Arne Randers Heen, 
Norway’s elder statesman of  climbing with whom I had been correspond-
ing, had tipped them off.

The presence of  two teams on the face was tailor-made for a press field 
day. ‘The competition’ was in the news every day both in Norway and the 
UK – though it never was a competition. The Norwegians, Leif  Norman 
Pattersen, Odd Eliassen, Ole Daniel Enersen, Jon Teigland and girlfriends 
were camped not far from us. Leif  Norman and Jon had both climbed  
in the Himalaya, whilst Ole Daniel and Odd were also amongst Norway’s 
top climbers.

Unlike us they were armed with an impressive collection of  American 
hardware including jumars and chrome-moly pegs brought out from the 
States by Leif. It was all brand new on the market and totally unavaila-
ble in Europe. We, on the other hand, were stuck with Hiebler ascenders  
that were untrustworthy and our soft steel European pegs that crumpled at 
the first obstacle. Descenders were still to be invented, as were sit harnesses. 
The Norwegians had chest harnesses. We had a waist belt of  my design, 
which could be made into a sit harness for abseiling and climbing roofs by 
the addition of  a sit sling. It later became the Troll Mark 2, which led to 
the design of  the Whillans harness, then the Troll Mark 5, on which almost 
all modern sit harness designs are now based. Our Troll Wall ascent was 
probably the last of  the world’s big walls to be climbed in the old style with 
‘old gear’: no sit harnesses, no reliable ascenders, no descenders, no modern 
range of  nuts, and bivy gear and waterproofs so bad we almost died.

But I digress. When we retreated on our first attempt, the Norwegians 
were in a better situation and survived the storm. As soon as the weath-

er improved they continued with their route and topped out a day before  
us after 11 days on the face, much to the jubilation of  the Norwegian press. 
Of  course Bill, John and I were unaware until we came down after com-
pleting our route the following morning to be met by the press and mem-
bers of  both teams armed with copious amounts of  celebratory beer before  
we were all feted in the Grand Hotel. It was reported in the Norwegian  
press that the Norwegian team ‘thought our achievement on the Troll Wall 
put theirs in the shade’, which was over-kind of  them and far too modest.

In 2015, on the 50th anniversary of  the climbs, both teams were invited  
to Romsdal for a celebratory reunion at the annual mountain festival in July. 
Arne Larsen wrote an article in the Norwegian magazine Klatring about  
the leader of  the Norwegian team, Leif  Norman Patterson. The story, 
which was later translated to English by Anders I Ourom, says of  Leif  that 
he ‘was, by far, the most experienced of  the four-man team. By 1965 he had 
nearly ten years’ experience on the hills, and was well known in the USA 
for his many challenging winter climbs. In addition he also brought much 
newly designed climbing equipment to Norway – hard steel pitons, several  
hundred metres of  first-class ropes and slings, and jumar rope-clamps which 
would be indispensable on the wall. It isn’t overstating the case to say that 
without Leif  Norman Patterson’s initiative there probably wouldn’t be a 
Norwegian Route on the Troll Wall, and the British team would not have  
had to share with others the honour of  the first ascent of  North Europe’s 
highest and steepest mountain wall.’ Which overlooks the undoubted ability 
and commitment of  the rest of  the team who, I’m sure were quite capable  
of  overcoming any obstacle met on their route even without their new 
American gear and Leif ’s undoubtedly inspirational leadership.

Left: Tony Howard and Rob Holt below the Troll 
Wall 50 years after the first ascent. (Di Taylor)

Above: Stein P Aasheim interviewing Ole Daniel 
Enersen, Odd Eliassen, Jon Teigland, Tony Howard  
and Rob Holt at the 2015 Romsdal Fjellfestival. 
The two main headlines of the 1965 newspapers 
on screen read: ‘Norweg ians 150 metres higher 
than the British’ and ‘Norwegians and English 
race to be first up Troll Wall’. (Di Taylor)
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Rob Holt and I were the only two Brits who were able to make it to the 
50th reunion. Though he was not on the actual ascent, Rob, who was only 
18 at the time, had provided unselfish back up for our climb getting gear up 
to and down from our first bivy. In 1967 he did the third ascent with John 
Finnigan, another Rimmon lad, soon after Pete Livesey and John Stanger 
did the second. Jon, Ole and Odd represented the Norwegian team, Leif  
Norman having been killed in the Himalaya. The five of  us were together 
on stage reminiscing about our ascents, taking questions from the audience 
and later being interviewed by the press and Norwegian TV. None of  us 
had expected the fame and limelight created 50 years ago by the press in 
their concocted stories of  ‘Climbers Compete on the Troll Wall’, so it was  
a perfect opportunity to dispel the myth.

In the intervening years the Norwegian Route has only had about ten repeat 
ascents. I still think it was technically the more difficult of  the two although 
the Rimmon Route became the most popular climb on the face until 1998 
when a huge section of  the wall collapsed. Rumours of  subsequent ascents 
have never been verified. I’m happy to say that both the first ascents – if  I 
may call our route that, since actually we were second – were the epitome 
of  good old-fashioned adventure climbing, poking the dragon to see what 
happened. How good it was to get together with the Norwegian lads once 
again after all those years.

Tony Howard

Editor’s note: Troll Wall, the story of  the British first ascent of  Europe’s tallest 
rock face, was written immediately after the climb and published in 2011 by  
Vertebrate Publishing. The book was given a ‘Special Award for Norwegian 
Mountain Literature’ at the Romsdal Fjellfestival in July 2011. The Ital-
ian translation published by Versante Sud won the ITAS 2013 Mountain  
Book Award in Trento and the 2014 Leggimontagna Literary Award in 
Tolmezzo. The book was reviewed in AJ 2012. Tony Howard’s website is: 
www.nomadstravel.co.uk

The 2016 Piolets d’Or
In keeping with the drive to develop the Piolets d’Or into a celebration of   
all that is great and good about progressive modern alpinism, the 2016  
event was moved from Chamonix and Courmayeur to the somewhat sleepy 
hamlet of  La Grave at the foot of  the Meije. The result was deemed to be 
the most successful Piolets d’Or in recent years.

The informality of  the event attracted a surprisingly huge and enthu-
siastic audience, especially given that the access road from Grenoble was 
still officially closed, and the télépherique above the village, which gives 
access to world-class off-piste skiing, inoperative on key days due to high 
winds or poor visibility.

Alpinism is not an Olympic sport, so trying to compare one fine ascent 
with another is futile. The ethics of  the Piolets d’Or are about doing more 
with less, about bringing together a group of  like-minded alpinists, about 

inspiring future generations, about trying to maintain that wonderful spirit 
of  adventure that is maybe declining in normal society – and then trying  
to share that spirit with the general public. The organizing team tries to 
bring to the “stage” a superb representation from the previous year of  bold, 
innovative, imaginative climbing, executed in what is felt to be the best  
possible style. Awards are not made to the alpinists, but to the route, the 
legacy. There is also the question of  commitment, and it is notable that the 
parties involved with each of  the four representative ascents awarded a 2016 
Piolet d’Or went over the summit, descending by a different route, in many 
cases on completely unexplored ground.

In addition, there is the Piolet d’Or Carrière, the lifetime achievements 
award, which this year was bestowed on the Club’s honorary member 
Voytek Kurtyka. This was the eighth occasion when this accolade was 
awarded, and the seventh to an honorary member of  the Alpine Club.

No podiums, just a lot of talented alpinists. Nominated ascent teams, organisers 
and participants at the 2016 Piolets d’Or held in the Écrins, outside the 
legendary hotel and restaurant La Cordée in St-Christophe-en-Oisans.  
Standing, from left: AC president Lindsay Griffin, former AC president Mick 
Fowler, honorary AC members Marko Prezelj and Voytek Kurtyka, who accepted 
the lifetime achievement award having previously turned it down, La Cordée’s 
well-known proprietor Marie-Claude Turc, the artist and alpinist Andy Parkin 
and the celebrated Austrian climber Robert Schauer. Middle row, seated: 
Urban Novak, Nikita Balabanov, Piolets organiser Christian Tromsdorff, Victor 
Saunders, Lise Billon, Mikhail Formin, Hayden Kennedy, Jerome Sullivan and 
Manu Pellissier. Front row seated: Paul Ramsden, Antoine Moineville and Diego 
Simari. (Piotr Drozdz/Piolets d’Or)
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This year the awards were different; the characteristic gold-painted ice 
axe was replaced by individual sculptures courtesy of  Andy Parkin. Thir-
teen members of  the AC took part in the event, either as speakers, recipients 
of  awards or in organisational capacity. Apart from Voytek Kurtyka, those 
whose routes were celebrated were: AC members Mick Fowler and Paul 
Ramsden for their first ascent of  Gave Ding, Nepal; Nikita Balabanov and 
Mikhail Formin from the Ukraine for their new route on Talung, Nepal; 
Hayden Kennedy (USA), Urban Novak (Slovenia), Manu Pellissier (France) 
and AC honorary member Marko Prezelj (Slovenia) for their ascent of  a 
new route on Cerro Kishtwar, India; and Lise Billon, Antoine Moineville, 
Jerome Sullivan (all France), and Diego Simari (Argentina) for their new 
route on Cerro Riso Patron Central, Patagonia. Twenty-seven-year-old  
aspirant guide Lise Billon is the only living female, and only the second 
female overall, to have received a Piolet d’Or.

Lindsay Griffin

Boardman Tasker Award 2015
The 2015 Boardman Tasker event, featuring short-listed authors and the 
presentation of  the award, was a great success. Held in November at the 
Kendal Mountain Festival, there was as usual a big demand for tickets.  

Four of  the five short listed authors were 
able to attend. Martin Wragg, the chair  
of  the Boardman Tasker Trust, welcomed 
everyone and introduced Stephen Vena-
bles, who interviewed the authors.

Stephen began by talking with Sandy 
Allan, whose book In Some Lost Place is  
a truly gripping account of  the traverse  
of  the Mazeno Ridge on Nanga Parbat, 
and then a bold attempt to reach the sum-
mit and descend the Kinshofer route. This 
represented one of  the greatest achieve-
ments in the history of  modern high- 
altitude climbing and Sandy’s low-key 
comments drew much admiration from 
the audience.

Next up was American author David 
Pagel, whose Cold Feet: Stories of  a Middling 
Climber is a fascinating account laced with 
a wonderful level of  humour, of  a moun-
taineering life in the middle lane. A book very much in the tradition of   
Tom Patey’s One Man’s Mountains, David emerged as a very capable  
mountaineer with a wonderful self-deprecating humour and sense of  the 
absurd. Stephen’s interview with him produced a great deal of  laughter 
in the audience and he was very warmly received.

The third author on stage was Canadian master mountaineer Barry 
Blanchard to talk about his book The Calling. Barry came across as a hum-
orous low-key dude, but his book is full of  action, high drama and many 
descriptions of  the fearful visceral sensations of  alpinism at the highest  
level. Barry has a good turn of  humour and humanity in the stories he tells, 
but the book contains plenty of  fear and deep uncertainty and leaves the 
reader in no doubt of  the nature of  mountaineering at this level, the deep 
commitment required and the consequent impact on body and mind.

Daniel Arnold, who was unable to come over from the USA, had sent  
a short film. His strange book of  mountain fiction Snowblind: Stories of   
Alpine Obsession greatly impressed the judges, with its gothic overtones  
and intensity of  narrative.

The final author Stephen interviewed was John Porter. His book One Day as 
a Tiger: Alex MacIntyre and the Birth of  Light and Fast Alpinism describes the life 
of  Alex MacIntyre and the very rapid developments in high-altitude climb-
ing in the 1980s and the consequent heavy death toll among activists. John’s 
book illustrates the hard struggle of  talented activists to push the boundaries 
in this most extreme form of  mountaineering, and the key role Alex played. 
It is a very fine account of  a crucial period in the history of  mountaineering 
and makes clear the deep cost of  such dangerous activity in the world’s 
highest mountains, both to the climbers themselves and their loved ones.

Honorary AC member and publisher Catherine Destivelle sits between two of 
her authors, Victor Saunders and Mick Fowler. In a smart piece of publishing, 
Destivelle combined the works of these two in one volume, Les Tribulations des 
Mick et Vic. For further ‘tribulations des Mick et Vic’, see Saunders’ account  
in this volume of trying to punch Fowler. (Piotr Drozdz/Piolets d’Or)
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After a short break Martin Wragg made the presentation of  only the  
second Boardman Tasker lifetime achievement award to Ken Wilson. 
Martin outlined Ken’s huge contribution to mountain writing over almost 
50 years and acknowledged the great support he had always given the  
BT Award itself. Ken had suffered with ill health in recent years and the 
award was received on his behalf  by Richard Hale, who made an excellent 
acceptance speech.

The chair of  the judges for 2015 was Robin Campbell and his speech was 
greatly anticipated. He did not disappoint, having the audience in stitches 
as he set himself  up as something of  a curmudgeon viewing the submit-
ted books with a genial albeit cynical eye. In the end he brought the house 
down; in the view of  this writer, it was the best chairman’s speech we 
have had. The 2015 Boardman Tasker award for mountain literature went 
to Barry Blanchard, for The Calling. To quote Robin: ‘it is a proper history. 
Barry writes with tremendous intensity and pace, communicating his start-
ling experiences well.’ It was a hugely popular winner and is a book likely 
to inspire the next generation, being one of  the finest mountaineering books 
of  the modern era.

There was a general view in the room that this was the best Boardman 
Tasker event ever, culminating in a truly outstanding winning book. The 
2016 event is on Friday 18 November 2016; tickets go on sale in September.  
Please see the BT’s new website, www.boardmantasker.com, for images  
from the event and for the complete text of  Robin Campbell’s speech.  
The other judges were Terry Gifford and Graham Desroy, chair for 2016.

Steve Dean
Boardman Tasker Charitable Trust

Alpine Club Library 2015
We have in the Alpine Club collection of  paintings a splendid scene of  ‘Les 
Grandes Jorasses’ by E T Compton. This year, it has been the iconic image 
for posters for our exhibition ‘Les Trésors de l’Alpine Club et l’Alpinisme’ 
held at the Musée Alpin in Chamonix, a French national museum. Edward 
Theodore Compton, 1849-1921, was a keen artist and mountaineer, elected 
to the AC in 1880.

The exhibition celebrated 150 years since the Golden Age of  Alpinism,  
a time when British climbers and their local guides made a very large  
number of  Alpine first ascents. ‘Les Trésors de l’Alpine Club et l’Alpinisme’ 
was created through a collaboration between the Chamonix tourist office, 
the curator for the Musée Alpin, and the Alpine Club Library team. Around 
100 items were loaned from the AC collections; these were augmented with 
items from the Chamonix museum and other private collectors. The exhi-
bition ran from July 2015 until April 2016 and had over 20,000 visitors, 
including many AC members who visited Chamonix during this period.

Displayed in the spacious rooms of  the Musée, the AC exhibits included 
many paintings and engravings, important historic books, including Führ-
erbücher of  leading guides of  the day, special artefacts such as Whymper’s 

‘Les Grandes Jorasses’, 1911, by E T Compton (1849-1921), elected AC 
member 1880. The Grandes Jorasses was first climbed by Horace Walker  
with local guides in 1868.

ice axe, and over 300 scans of  our historic photographs; all were extremely  
well presented. It was essential to organise the robust packing, secure  
transport, and insurance of  all these items. They were all scanned or  
photographed at high resolution before they left Charlotte Road, and the 
watercolour paintings were on show by rotation to limit their exposure  
to light (see also notes in AJ 2015, p454).
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On 11 July, ten of  us attended the opening ceremonies, listening to 
many speeches in French. The Chamonix tourist office team presented us 
to a large gathering of  well-wishers. The mayor of  Chamonix opened the  
exhibition, and gave the Library a magnificent book of  engravings of  early 
Mont Blanc history and ascents. Jerry Lovatt, our honorary librarian, pre-
sented Chamonix with an item from his private collection, an early origi-
nal Führerbuch of  Chamonix guides, the brothers Jean and François Simon.  
We presented special engraved souvenirs to Eric Fournier, the mayor, 

Claude Marin, the curator of  the exhibition and a Chamonix guide, and 
Claire Burnet, organiser at the tourist office.

In Chamonix, there has been considerable praise for the exhibition by 
many visitors. The tourist office has been delighted with visitor numbers, 
and we received an official letter from the mayor, appreciating all our help. 
Apart from the kudos of  the event and promotion of  the AC, there is a  
further legacy: the scanning or photographing of  all the exhibits means that 
future researchers can refer to high-quality digital images and this will  
minimise the handling of  originals. This also safeguards images of  the AC 
collections and contributes to the range of  scans we can offer to publishers 
to gain one-time reproduction fees that help finance the Library.

To conclude, congratulations and thanks are due to everyone in the  
Library team for providing so much expertise and hard effort, often under 
considerable time pressure as things developed. Next, we plan follow-up 
exhibitions in the UK.

Hywel Lloyd

‘Grütli, Uri Rostock from Lake Lucerne’, late 1850s, by John Ruskin (1819-
1900). Ruskin was elected to the AC in 1869 with the citation ‘literary, artistic 
and scientific contributions towards our appreciation of the Alpine scene’.

A double page spread from the survey notebook of Anthony Adams Reilly 
(1836-1885), elected in 1862. Adams Reilly compiled the first map of the massif 
‘The Chain of Mont Blanc’ in 1865, climbing it by seven different routes. He also 
made ascents with Whymper.


